AN INTEGRATION CHALLENGE

Everyone wants curriculum delivery platforms in the classroom, but integrating LMS, digital textbooks, and library systems with SIS platforms can be a struggle. All too often, school districts find themselves unprepared and understaffed to set up and maintain these applications, causing massive headaches for Curriculum and IT staff, adding to the workload of teachers, and creating a negative student user experience.

However, it doesn’t have to be that way. What was once a time-consuming, manual process can now be completely outsourced and automated, ensuring painless curriculum delivery.

THE DARK SIDE OF DIGITAL TEXTBOOKS

The process of providing vendors with the data needed to create account logins for students and teachers is incredibly complicated and time-consuming. In addition to providing a list of users grouped by class, logins typically must link back to a user’s course, grade level, and school building. What’s more, vendors each have different formatting requirements and templates for transmitting data.

For most, fulfilling this request is still a manual process where teachers enter the data into multiple textbook vendor systems—one student at a time—at the beginning of each school year. Errors are common, often leaving students without access to course materials for days or even weeks.

To further complicate matters, rosters aren’t static—students change classes and campuses throughout the school year. When these roster updates aren’t properly managed, licensing costs quickly rise.

Effortlessly sync the class roster data needed to optimize your collaboration and learning experience with RAPIDIDENTITY ROSTER.
GO FROM FRUSTRATED TO FULLY AUTOMATED

RapidIdentity Roster is a cloud-based integration service, specifically designed for curriculum departments. RapidIdentity Roster provides timely, reliable sharing and bidirectional syncing of student roster, grades and performance data with third-party online educational resources.

HOW IT WORKS

1. RapidIdentity Roster consumes course and user data from your student information system
2. RapidIdentity Roster cleans and structures the data into formats required by the target systems
3. RapidIdentity Roster synchronizes the data to the target systems through a variety of exchange standards

RAPIDIDENTITY ROSTER PROVIDES:

- **Hassle-free integration**: Choose up to ten LMS, digital textbook and other edtech systems. We take care of the rest.

- **Reliable, secure access**: Be confident each student has access to the content they need. No more wasted time or class disruptions to resolve issues.

- **Accurate accounting of licenses**: Course changes are immediately updated in vendor systems, ensuring an accurate accounting of textbook licenses and helping control costs.

- **Data privacy compliance**: The RapidRoster platform is housed in a FERPA/COPPA-compliant data center in Amazon Web Services that is managed by Identity Automation.

- **Support for IMS Global OneRoster™ Standard**: Identity Automation is the only vendor OneRoster certified as a provider and consumer for both CSV and REST-based API exchanges.

One fixed annual price. No set up fees. No professional services fees. No headaches.

Let Identity Automation help you introduce new learning and collaboration technologies into your classrooms, without tying up precious IT resources or putting security and student data privacy at risk.

Contact us at sales@identityautomation.com or 877-221-8401 to learn more about RapidIdentity Roster and how Identity Automation helps school districts everywhere accelerate digital learning.